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HIGH-IMPACT, ENERGY-ABSORBING longitudinal row of cylinders positioned along the track side. 
VEHICLE BARRIER SYSTEM Smaller diameter cylinders were placed on the traffic-side 
face of the longitudinal barrier and positioned and attached 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY at the recessed regions between the larger cylinders to 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT s minimize the potential for vehicle pocketing. This barrier 
system was crash tested using a 1,248 kg. vehicle impacting 
Not applicable. at a speed of 121.0 kmlhr and an angle of 20.8 degrees. After 
compressing several of the cylinders, the test vehicle was 
CROSS-REFERENCE WITH RELATED smoothly redirected, exiting the system at a speed of 70.0 
APPLICATIONS 10 km/hr and an angle of 15.0 degrees. However, the vehicle's 
velocity change and exit angle were both relatively high. 
Not applicable. In 1998, a polyethylene energy dissipating system 
(PEDS) was developed for use on oval racetracks. The 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION PEDS barrier system was configured using high-density 
IS polyethylene (HDPE) cylinders covered by a thick HDPE 
In recent years, automobile racing has become one of the on the front and top of the cylinders, To expedite 
most popular sporting events in the United States and construction and repair of the PEDS system, the barrier was 
dx0ad.Auto racing's popularity is evidenced by the number designed and fabricated in modular units attached to the 
of weekend auto races, extensive fan support and corporate concrete wall using a cable restraint system. The cover skin 
s ~ o n s o r s h i ~ ,  and 24-hour cable television coverage. In addi- 20 was used to reduce the potential for vehicle pocketing in the 
tion, the sport's popularity is seen in the wide variety of race front face and reduce or eliminate the potential for the 
series available for drivers and spectators, including the Indy driver's extremities becoming caught in the openings 
Racing League (IRL), NASCAR's WINSTON CUP, between the cylinders. During the running of an IROC race 
BUSCH, and Truck series, FORMULA 1, CART, and IROC. at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway in August, 1998, driver 
In automobile racing, high-performance vehicles travel 2s Arie Luyendyk was involved in a crash which resulted in his 
many times around an oval track at very high speeds. Many IROC car impacting rearward on the PEDS barrier installed 
of these tracks utilize outer retaining or containment walls, downstream from the inside corner of turn four. The esti- 
typically in the form of substantially rigid concrete barriers, mated impact condition for this event consisted of a 1,633 kg 
to prevent race vehicles from leaving the track. Unfortu- car striking the barrier at a speed of 209 km/hr and an angle 
nately, race vehicles frequently lose control and impact the 30 of 32 degrees. Remarkably, the driver sustained no serious 
rigid outer containment wall, resulting in high-impact ener- injury from this severe impact event. These relatively p s i -  
gies and, occasionally, driver injuries and fatalities. Errant tive results were attributed to the PEDS barrier and the 
vehicles and driver injuries and fatalities do not occur only excellent energy management of IROC vehicles during 
on race tracks, but on highways, interstates, autobahns, and rearward impacts. The PEDS barrier, however, sustained 
other public roadways in the United States and abroad. An 3s  significant damage, and debris was spread across the racing 
improved barrier system can mitigate the severity of high- surface. Based on the impact performance of the PEDS 
speed, high-energy automobile accidents and potentially barrier, several modifications were made to increase its 
reduce the number of injuries and fatalities on race tracks energy-absorbing capabilities and prevent the units from 
and public roadways. becoming dislodged. 
Over the years, there have been many efforts to advance 40 Beginning in 1999, researchers at the Midwest Roadside 
the state of the art of safety barrier design and construction. Safety Facility (MwRSF) in Lincoln, Nebr., in cooperation 
Some of the simpler proposed solutions consisted of loosely- with IRL and NASCAR, investigated several energy-absorb- 
stacked foam blocks placed around the outer, exterior walls ing barrier concepts for use in high-speed racetrack and 
of the track or roadway to reduce the severity of impact roadway applications using both computer simulation mod- 
between the errant vehicle and the rigid wall. An impacting 4s eling and full-scale vehicle crash testing. The energy-ab- 
vehicle, however, can penetrate these foam blocks and strike sorbing and potential of both HDPE and foam materials 
the retaining wall with little or no impact energy having been were investigated. This testing and simulation indicated that 
absorbed by the blocks. Further, portions of the foam blocks HDPE barrier systems allowed impacting vehicles to gouge 
can be knocked onto the track or roadway by the impacting into the material and create snagging and pocketing, indi- 
vehicle, creating a hazard for other vehicles that follow. so cating to the MwRSF researchers that HDPE barrier faces 
Other barrier designs have incorporated used rubber auto- offered no improvements or advantages over concrete bar- 
mobile tires banded together at selected regions of road riers. 
courses. Although these tire barriers offer significant impact Simulation and testing of vehicle barriers indicates that 
attenuation, these systems capture virtually all impacting lateral accelerations imparted to impacting vehicles and their 
vehicles, significantly increasing the total velocity change ss occupants can be greatly reduced by adding even modest 
during the crash and greatly increasing the risk of driver amounts of energy dissipation to rigid barrier systems. 
injury or fatality. Further, tire barriers can allow vehicles to Further, testing has indicated that the utilization of relatively 
under-ride the barrier and lead to intrusion into the vehicle's stiff longitudinal barrier elements would minimize vehicle 
occupant compartment. This type of system is generally rebound from the barrier. Subsequently, anenergy-absorbing 
appropriate only for locations where vehicle redirection is 60 barrier system utilizing rubber energy absorbers with steel 
not practical, such as the gore areas created at tight hairpin reinforced fiberglass fender panels was developed. This 
turns. barrier design included a cable and strut mechanism by 
In the late 1990's, a barrier system known as the FLAG which the fender panels were attached to the vertical con- 
barrier was developed. The FLAG barrier was a compres- crete backup structure to allow the barrier to deflect rear- 
sion-type barrier consisting of large diameter, thick-walled 65 ward with limited longitudinal motion. However, the rela- 
resilient cylinders attached to a rigid concrete racetrack wall. tively short "fish scale" fender panels and the soft energy 
The cylinders were placed adjacent one another, forming a absorbers utilized in this barrier caused the system to deform 
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around the front of the impacting vehicle, increasing the vehicle and the energy-absorbing barrier, significantly 
potential for snagging andlor high rebound angles at reducing peak vehicular and vehicle occupant decelerations 
increased impact speeds. Further, the cables and struts used when compared to the decelerations observed during an 
to mount the barrier to the backup structure also posed impact with a rigid containment wall. The mitigation of 
potential snagging problems during high-speed impacts. s these high vehicular decelerations greatly reduces the poten- 
tial for serious injury or fatality as a result of the impact with 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION the exterior containment wall. 
The barrier system of the present invention is designed 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to primarily for use as protection for errant vehicles at high- 
provide an energy-absorbing vehicle barrier system for use 10 risk locations such as on the outside of curves on race tracks 
on high-speed race tracks and public roadways. and heavily congested high-speed roadways. Since this new 
Another object of the present of the invention is to provide barrier is primarily, but not exclusively, a longitudinal bar- 
an energy-absorbing vehicle barrier system that reduces the rier, the technology has potential application as a roadside 
potentially harmful deceleration forces experienced by an barrier in high accident locations such as curves in tunnels 
impacting vehicle and its occupants. IS and congested roadways. The technology also has applica- 
It is a further object of the present invention to provide an tion in retrofitting rigid bridge railings and other permanent 
energy-absorbing vehicle barrier system that reduces or or temporary traffic barriers. For longitudinal barrier appli- 
eliminates the potential for vehicle pocketing, gouging, or cations, the system would primarily be intended to mitigate 
snagging in either direction of travel. the severity of oblique-angle vehicular impacts. However, 
Yet another object of the present invention is to provide an 20 this technology may also be applied to severe, high-impact 
energy-absorbing vehicle barrier system comprised of events where perpendicular impacts to the system are antici- 
readily-available materials and that may be relatively easily pated. These higher-severity events include situations where 
and quickly repaired following a damaging vehicle impact. crash cushions, end terminals, and truck-mounted or trailer- 
The present invention provides for a high-impact, energy- mounted attenuators are required. 
absorbing vehicle barrier system. The barrier system gener- 2s 
ally includes a substantially rigid outer containment wall BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
coupled via cable restraint assemblies with an energy- 
absorbing inner impact wall, and energy-absorbing car- In the accompanying drawings, which form a part of the 
tridges strategically positioned between the impact wall and specification and are to be read in conjunction therewith, and 
containment wall. A preferred embodiment of the barrier 30 in which like reference numerals are used to indicate like 
system of the present invention includes an impact wall parts in the various views: 
comprised of a plurality of rectangular cross-sectioned struc- FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an energy-absorbing 
tural steel tubes welded to one another to present a substan- vehicle barrier system, with parts broken away to show 
tially smooth, uniform wall to passing vehicles. The impact particular details of construction; 
wall generally consists of a number of impact wall sections 35 FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the system of FIG. 1; 
coupled with one another by sliding splice units having FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of the encircled region labeled 
beveled end faces. The face of the impact wall may be 3 in FIG. 2, with parts broken away to show particular 
coated with a lubricant, such as zinc-rich paint, to further details of construction; 
minimize friction between the impact wall and an errant, FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 4 4  of
impacting vehicle. The energy-absorbing cartridges, which 40 FIG. 2; 
in a preferred embodiment consist of a plurality of foam FIG. 5 is an enlarged view of the encircled region labeled 
sheets, compress and crush between the containment wall 5 in FIG. 1; 
and impact wall and absorb energy from a vehicle striking FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 6-6 in 
the face of the impact wall. The deflection and deformation FIG. 2; and 
of the impact wall tubes toward the containment wall further 4s FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 5 with parts being 
dissipates energy of the impacting vehicle. The barrier exploded. 
system of the present invention is suitable for use on 
high-speed race tracks and public roadways, significantly DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
reduces peak vehicular decelerations experienced by an EMBODIMENT 
impacting vehicle and its occupants, minimizes the potential so 
for vehicle gouging, snagging, or pocketing in either direc- Referring to the drawings in greater detail, and initially to 
tion of travel, and mitigates the severity of high-energy FIG. 1 ,  a high-impact, energy-absorbing vehicle barrier 
vehicular impacts. The cable restraint assemblies and sliding system of the present invention is designated by the numeral 
splice units provide for relatively easy and quick removal 10. The barrier system 10  generally includes a substantially 
and replacement of damaged impact wall sections. ss rigid containment wall 12, an energy-absorbing impact wall 
The new, high-impact, energy-absorbing barrier system of 14, a number of cable restraint assemblies 16 coupling the 
the present invention was developed to mitigate the severity containment wall 12 with the impact wall 14, and a number 
of high-energy vehicular impacts. In impacts with rigid of energy-absorbing cartridges 18 positioned between the 
walls, vehicular decelerations are often maximized as the containment wall 12 and the impact wall 14. It will be 
rigid wall does not displace and substantially all of the 60 understood that the walls 12 and 14  of the barrier system 10 
impact energy must be dissipated by the vehicle structure may be relatively straight (as depicted in FIG. 1) for use 
(e.g. the vehicle body, engine, transmission, tires, etc.). The adjacent race track straightaways, for example, andlor the 
new barrier system of the present invention reduces the walls 12 and 14 may be curved for barrier system 10 
severity of an impact when a vehicle strikes a containment installations adjacent to race track or roadway turns having 
wall at a high speed. The system reduces or eliminates 65 a radius. 
snagging or pocketing in both directions of vehicle travel The containment wall 12 is generally constructed of 
and also provides energy dissipation in both the impacting heavily reinforced concrete, but may be constructed of steel, 
stone, or other substantially rigid material. The impact wall for use at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway in Indianapolis, 
14 of the present invention is configured such that it can be Ind., impact wall 14 is formed of four (4) structural steel 
easily attached to an existing containment wall 12 such as tubes 20 each having a rectangular cross section and a width 
those typically used at race tracks and high-speed tunnels, or of six (6) inches, the bottom tube 20 having a height of 
an entire barrier system 10, including impact wall 14 and s approximately twelve (12) inches, the two (2) inner tubes20 
containment wall 12, may be constructed for newly-con- each having a height of approximately eight (8) inches, and 
structed race tracks and roadways. the upper tube 20 having a height of approximately ten (10) 
As best seen in the embodiment depicted in FIGS. 1 and inches, for a total impact wall 14 height of approximately 
4, the impact wall 14 is preferably constructed from a series thirty eight (38) inches. It will be understood, however, that 
of structural steel tubes 20. Tubes 20 are hollow, preferably 10 impact wall 14 may be constructed of a single unitary 
have a rectangular or square cross-section, and preferably member or tube 20, or may be constructed of any number of 
are constructed of ASTM A500 Grade C steel having a tube tubes 20 or other structural members having varying dimen- 
wall thickness of 3/16 inches. As best seen in FIGS. 6 and 7, sions and wall thicknesses. 
elongated slots 28 and keyhole plate apertures 30 are formed The barrier system 10 of the present invention may 
in the inner walls of tubes 20. It will be understood by one IS include a single section of impact wall 14 (not depicted), or 
skilled in the art that tubes 20 may be constructed of a may be formed of a plurality of impact wall 14 sections 
variety of materials having varying dimensions and wall coupled with one another by splice units 34. In a particular 
thicknesses suitable for dissipating energy of an impacting preferred multi-section embodiment, such as that depicted in 
vehicle and resistant to snagging, pocketing, or gouging. The FIGS. 1 and 2, the preferred length of each impact wall 14 
materials and wall thickness are selected based upon the 20 section is twenty (20) feet. In such a multi-section embodi- 
desired energy absorption. As seen in FIGS. 5 and 6, tubes ment, internal "hidden" splice units 34 are slidably posi- 
20 are preferably coupled with one another by a series of tioned within tubes 20 at the joints between impact wall 
stitch or skip welds 22 spaced along the inner and outer faces sections 14 and serve to couple the impact wall sections 14 
of the tubes 20 to form impact wall 14 and presenting a to one another at the adjoining ends of adjacent sections 14. 
substantially uniform, smooth face along the edge of the 25 In a preferred embodiment, the splice units 34 have beveled, 
track or roadway. Tubes 20 may also be continuously welded sloped end faces 36 (as depicted in FIG. 3) and are con- 
to one another, but stitch or skip welds 20 are preferred, as structed of ASTM A500 Grade C steel. The splice units 34 
the energy of an impacting vehicle may, under some impact are coupled with the tubes 20 by one or more threaded brace 
conditions, be additionally dissipated in a controlled manner bolts 26 which extend through an aperture or hole in the 
as the tube 20-weld 22 interface fractures and gives way 30 brace member 24, through an aperture or hole in the wall of 
under the force of the impacting vehicle. As best seen in the tube 20, and through an aperture or hole in the wall of 
FIG. 6, tubes 20 are further coupled with one another at their splice unit 34, as best seen in FIG. 3. To couple together 
inner faces by brace members 24 extending across the inner curved wall sections 14 used at turns or corners having a 
faces of tubes 20 and perpendicular to the long axes of tubes radius, the splice units 34 may be slightly curved or bent to 
20. Brace members 24 are preferably constructed of steel 35 conform to the face of wall sections 14 and the walls of the 
channel fixed to tubes 20 by welding andlor by use of brace tubes 20. The splice units 34 are typically slidably connected 
bolts 26 that extend through brace members 24 and into or with the tubes 20 by one or more threaded sliding splice 
through bolt holes or apertures formed in the inner walls of bolts 38 fitted with a washer and extending through the tube 
tubes 20. slot 28 in the inner face of tube 20 and through an aperture 
When welded or otherwise coupled with one another, 40 or hole formed in the wall of the splice unit 34, as best seen 
tubes 20 form the impact wall 14 and, as seen in FIG. 1, in FIGS. 3 and 6. When brace bolts 26 and splice bolts 38 
present a relatively smooth, continuous face to impacting are removed or loosened sufficiently, the splice units 34 may 
vehicles that spreads the vehicle impact forces and the slide and telescope within tubes 20, as will be further 
deflection of wall 14 over a relatively large area. The face of discussed below. It will be understood that sliding splice 
wall 14 is preferably substantially vertical, as best seen in 45 bolts 38 may be eliminated in some non-longitudinal barrier 
FIG. 4. This impact wall 14 configuration also minimizes the applications, as in installations having substantially curved 
potential for vehicle capture, gouging, pocketing, or snag- walls sections 14 that would not lend themselves to splice 
ging and serves to redirect an impacting vehicle at a rela- units 34 sliding and telescoping within the tubes 20. 
tively low exit angle relative to the wall 14. The outer, The internal, "hidden" splice units 34 reduce the potential 
traffic-side face of wall 14 is preferably galvanized or coated so that the sections of impact wall 14 will separate or that the 
with a zinc-rich paint, low-friction lubricant, or other mate- joints between the sections of impact wall 14 will open up 
rial 32 to further reduce friction between the impact wall 14 when a vehicle impacts the wall 14. The outer edges of the 
and an impacting vehicle, reduce the change in velocity of tubes 20 or wall sections 14 may be beveled at the wall 14 
the impacting vehicle and driver, and reduce the exit angle or tube 20 ends, such that the joints between sections of the 
of the impacting vehicle. The lower surface of impact wall ss impact wall 14 have a shallow, flat V-shaped indentation. In 
14 may rest directly on the surface of the race track or addition, in the event a vehicle strikes the impact wall 14 at 
roadway, as depicted in FIG. 6, or may be elevated slightly or near a splice unit 34, the beveled end faces 36 of the splice 
from the track or roadway surface by use of shims or units 34 and the beveled edges of the tubes 20 or walls 14 
supports positioned between the lower barrier surface and serve to minimize the potential that an edge or corner of the 
the surface of the track or roadway to permit water drainage 60 splice unit 34 will penetrate the wall of a tube 20 and contact 
and facilitate removal of debris from between wall 12 and or snag the impacting vehicle, or that an impacting vehicle 
wall 14. will snag on an impact wall 14 joint. The configuration of the 
The use of structural steel tubes 20 to form the impact splice units 34 also results in a "bidirectional" joint between 
wall 14 allows the wall 14 to be manufactured from readily- sections of impact wall 14, in that the beveled end faces 36 
available structural materials and permits a wide range of 65 of splice units 34 also ensure that the face of the impact wall 
barrier height, as measured from the track or roadway 14 will remain substantially smooth, continuous, and snag- 
surface to the top of the device. In a preferred embodiment and pocket-free regardless of the direction of travel of the 
impacting vehicle. Finally, the splice units 34 allow for 
relatively rapid and easy replacement of impact wall 14 
sections when necessary, as will be further discussed below. 
As best seen in FIGS. 5 and 7, cable restraint assemblies 
16 are positioned along and between the containment wall 
12 and the impact wall 14 and serve to removably couple 
impact wall 14 with containment wall 12. In a preferred 
embodiment, the cable restraint assemblies 16 are positioned 
along and between the walls 12 and 14 at approximately ten 
(10) foot intervals. As seen in FIG. 7, the cable restraint 
present invention may be "tuned" to accommodate virtually 
any impact condition by adjusting the cartridge 18 material, 
thickness, width, height, stress rating, and configuration. It 
will be understood, for example, that cartridges 18 may 
s consist of a number of sheets 54 or blocks having varying 
widths so that a cartridge 18 has a substantially T-shaped or 
trapezoidal cross-section as seen from a plan view. The 
cartridges 18 are relatively easy to remove from and reinstall 
between wall 12 and wall 14 to enable the user to tune the 
10 stiffness and other performance characteristics of the barrier 
assembly 16 generally consists of a cable 40 (preferably 3/s" system 10 to match the expected impact conditions for a 
diameter galvanized wire rope), a ferrule 42 fixed to an end given site, such as impact speed, vehicle type and weight, 
of the cable 40, and a threaded rod 44 fixed to the other end and impact angle, and to replace compressed, crushed, 
of the cable 40. A keyhole plate 46 is positioned over the cracked, or otherwise damaged cartridges. 
aperture 30 in the wall of the tube 20 and attached to the wall IS In one tested embodiment of the barrier system 10 of the 
of the tube 20 as by welding. The keyhole plate 46 has a present invention, the energy-absorbing cartridges 18 con- 
partially threaded keyhole aperture 48 which receives the sisted of seven (7) stacked sheets 54 of OWENS CORNING 
ferrule 42 and a keyhole bolt or plug 50, as seen in FIGS. 5 extruded polystyrene foam having a rating of 15 psi, each 
and 7. An internally threaded sleeve 52 is embedded in the sheet 54 having a thickness of two (2) inches, a width of 
containment wall 12, as best seen in FIGS. 4 and 7, and 20 twenty (20) inches, and a height of forty (40) inches. The 
receives the threaded rod 44. Wall 12 is thus coupled to wall multi-sheet cartridges 18 were spaced along and between 
14 by placing ferrule 42 through aperture 48 and sliding the walls 12 and 14 at approximately ten (10) foot intervals on 
cable 40 downwardly into position in aperture 48. Plug 50 center. This embodiment was tested with an Indy open- 
is then threaded into the upper, threaded portion of aperture wheel style vehicle weighing approximately 2,035 lbs. strik- 
48. Sleeve 52 is anchored in wall 12 and the rod 44 is 25 ing the face of the impact wall 14 at an approximate speed 
threaded into the sleeve 52. In one embodiment (not of 143 m.p.h. and an angle of approximately 20.7 degrees. 
depicted), the sleeve 52 and cable 40 extend through the The vehicle contacted the impact wall 14 at a point approxi- 
entire thickness of the containment wall 12 to provide mately ten (10) feet upstream of a joint between impact wall 
additional cable anchorage strength. It will be understood sections 14 and slightly downstream of a cartridge 18, and 
that other mechanical coupling systems having threaded, 30 exited the impact wall 14 at a velocity vector angle of 
bolted, hooked, or relatively quick-release connection approximately 4.5 degrees. With this particular tube 20 and 
mechanisms known to persons skilled in the art may be used cartridge 18 configuration, the tests indicated that the impact 
to removably couple impact wall 14 with containment wall wall 14 did not contact or "bottom out" on the containment 
12. The cable restraint assemblies 16 or other coupling wall 12 and that the deceleration forces applied to the 
mechanisms serve to position the impact wall 14 adjacent 35 impacting vehicle and its occupant were substantially miti- 
the containment wall 12, hold the impact wall 14 in an gated. It will be understood persons skilled in the art that the 
upright, vertical position, prevent the impact wall sections barrier system 10 may readily be tuned for specific appli- 
14 from pulling away from the containment wall 12, and act cations. The number, material, and dimensions of tubes 20, 
to spread the impact load over a greater length of the barrier the spacing of cartridges 18, and the configuration, thick- 
system 10 by reducing the total amplitude and increasing the 40 nesses, and widths of foam sheets 54 all may be adjusted 
period of the bending wave induced in the tubes 20 that depending upon several factors, including the expected 
comprise the impact wall 14. impact angle, impact velocity, and vehicle type(s) (e.g. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 4, energy-absorbing car- INDY open-wheel type andlor WINSTON CUP type 
tridges 18 are positioned between containment wall 12 and vehicle, standard car, truck, etc.). 
energy-absorbing impact wall 14. In a preferred embodi- 45 The barrier system 10 of the present invention may be 
ment, energy-absorbing cartridges 18 consist of seven (7) continuous and surround the entire periphery of a race track 
DOW or OWENS CORNING extruded polystyrene foam or road way, or the system 10 may be positioned at select 
sheets 54, each approximately two (2) inches thick and locations along the periphery of the track or roadway, at 
having a 15 psi stress rating, sandwiched together to form an turns or high-speed corners, for example. In the event the 
energy-absorbing cartridge approximately fourteen (14) so barrier system 10 is not continuous, transition sections 56 
inches thick and twenty (20) inches in width. Cartridges 18 may be provided at the upstream andlor downstream ends of 
are held in position between walls 12 and 14 by friction the impact wall 14, as seen in FIGS. 1 and 6. These transition 
between the foam sheets 54 themselves, friction between the sections 56, as the name implies, provide a smooth transition 
outermost foam sheet 54 and the wall 14, and friction from the containment wall 12 to the impact wall 14 and 
between the innermost foam sheet 54 and the wall 12. The ss reduce the likelihood of a vehicle impacting and snagging on 
cartridges 18 also fit relatively snugly between walls 12 and the blunt end of a section of the impact wall 14. Transition 
14 and the cable 40 is relatively taught, such that no sections 56 may be constructed of tubular members like 
significant gaps exist between the walls 12 and 14 and the those of wall 14, and may be coupled with the adjacent 
cartridges 18 sandwiched between them. impact wall section 14 by splice units similar to those 
It will be understood that the energy-absorbing cartridges 60 previously described herein. 
18 may be constructed of any number of materials and In operation, an errant vehicle strikes the face of the 
configurations, including polystyrene foam sheets or blocks, impact wall 14. The hollow structural steel tubes 20 which 
expanded bead polystyrene foam, friable polyurethane foam comprise the impact wall 14 deflect towards the containment 
sheets or blocks of varying or constant thicknesses widths, wall 12, compressing andlor crushing the energy-absorbing 
or rubber or HDPE cylinders or tubes positioned in indi- 65 cartridges 18 between the deflected impact wall 14 and 
vidual or concentric, telescoping fashion between the walls containment wall 12. To ensure that vehicle and driver 
12 and 14. The energy-absorbing barrier system 10 of the deceleration forces are minimized, the tubes 20 and car- 
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tridges 18 are configured and spaced such that the deflecting end, abutting relation, said impact wall sections each 
impact wall 14 will not contact or "bottom out" on the comprising a plurality of tubes coupled with one 
substantially rigid containment wall 12, as discussed above. another; 
The energy of the impacting vehicle is absorbed by the a coupling assembly adapted to removably couple said 
elastic andlor plastic deformation of the tubes 20, the s impact wall to said containment wall; and 
compression andlor crushing of the energy-absorbing car- at least one energy-absorbing cartridge positioned 
tridges 18, and the crumpling or crushing of portions of the between said impact wall and said containment wall. 
impacting vehicle itself. 
In the event of a extremely high-speed impact, a tube or 2. The barrier system said system further 
tubes 20, an entire impact wall section 14, andlor one or lo comprising at least one splice unit coupled between adjacent 
more cartridges 18 may become plastically deformed or Said sections. 
othemise damaged such that replacement of a section of 3. The barrier system of claim 1, wherein said exterior 
impact wall 14 one or more cartridges 18 is desired, face of said impact wall is coated with a substantially 
The barrier system 10 of the present invention allows for smooth, friction-resistant material. 
relatively quick and easy repair and replacement of a dam- 1s 4. The barrier system of claim 1, wherein said energy- 
aged section of impact wall 14. To replace such a section, the absorbing cartridge is at least one foam member. 
cable restraint assembly 16 must be uncoupled from the 5. The barrier system of claim 1, wherein a plurality of 
impact wall 14, and the splice units 34 on each end of the said cartridges are positioned between said impact wall and 
section to be replaced must be slidably removed from the said containment wall in spaced relation to one another. 
tubes 20 of the section 14 to be replaced. To accomplish this, 20 6, The barrier system of claim wherein said energy- 
the brace bolts 26 and sliding splice bolts 38 are typically absorbing cartridge is at least one tubular member, 
first removed or loosened suficiently such that the splice 
units 34 are disengaged from the walls of the tubes 20 and 7. The barrier system wherein said 
may slide and telescope within the tubes 20, The sliding assembly includes a cable having a first end and a second 
splice bolts 38 are generally grasped and pulled to the side 25 said first end fixed to said containment and said 
along the length of the tube slots 28 until the splice units 34 Second end coup1ed with said impact 
completely clear the joint between the section of impact wall 8. The barrier system of claim 2, wherein each said splice 
14 to be replaced and the adjacent section(s). The threaded unit is a member slidably eWaged with corresponding said 
keyhole plug 50 is then removed from the keyhole aperture impact wall sections. 
48. The ferrule 42 and cable 40 are slid upwards from the 30 9. The barrier system of claim 8, wherein each said splice 
slot in the aperture 48 into the larger diameter hole portion unit has a pair of beveled ends, said ends received in 
of the aperture 48 such that the ferrule may be removed from adjacent said impact wall sections. 
the keyhole aperture 48. The damaged section 14 may then 10. The barrier system of claim 1, wherein said tubes are 
be removed, and a new, undamaged section 14 installed in hollow structural steel members having a rectangular cross 
its place by coupling the new section 14 to the adjacent 35 section, 
section(s) l4 via the units 34 and the new 11, The barrier system of claim 10, wherein said tubes are 
section 14 to the containment wall 12 via the cable restraint coupled with one another by discontinuous welds, 
assemblies 16. In the event one or more energy-absorbing 
cartridges 18 are cracked, crushed, plastically deformed, or 12. The barrier 'ystem of 'laim hrther comprising a 
othemise damaged, new cartridges or parts thereof, may 40 transition section having first and second ends, said first end 
be readily replaced, This is accomplished by removing the of said transition section coupled with an end of said impact damaged cartridge(s) and positioning the new wall, and said second end of said transition section coupled 
cartridge(s) 18 against the containment wall 12 before a wall with said containment 
section 14 is installed or by simply sliding new cartridge(s) 13. The barrier system of claim 1, wherein said tubes are 
18 between alreadv-installed and coualed walls 12 and 14. 45 constructed of ASTM A500 Grade C steel. 
It will be seen from the foregoing that this invention is one 
well adapted to attain the ends and objects set forth above, 
and to attain other advantages which are obvious and 
inherent in the device. It will be understood that certain 
features and subcombinations are of utility and may be so 
employed without reference to other features and subcom- 
binations. This is contemplated by and within the scope of 
the claims. It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art 
that the present invention is not limited to what has been 
particularly shown and described above. Rather, all matter ss 
shown in the accompanying drawings or described above is 
to be interpreted as illustrative and not limiting. 
14. An energy-absorbing vehicle barrier system for use in 
an environment having a substantially rigid containment 
wall, comprising: 
an inner, energy-absorbing impact wall spaced from the 
containment wall, said impact wall having an interior 
face facing said containment wall and a vehicle-side 
exterior face, said exterior face presenting a substan- 
tially smooth, uniform surface, said impact wall com- 
prising a plurality of impact wall sections in end-to- 
end, abutting relation, said impact wall sections each 
comprising a plurality of tubes coupled with one 
another; 
We claim: means for removably coupling said impact wall to the 1. An energy-absorbing vehicle barrier system, compris- containment wall: and 
60 mg: 
a substantially rigid outer containment wall; at least one energy-absorbing cartridge positioned 
an inner, energy-absorbing impact wall spaced from said between said impact wall and the containment wall. 
containment wall, said impact wall having an interior 15. The barrier system of claim 14, said system further 
face facing said containment wall and a vehicle-side comprising means for removably coupling together adjacent 
exterior face, said exterior face presenting a substan- 65 said wall sections. 
tially smooth, uniform surface, said impact wall com- 16. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein said energy- 
prising a plurality of impact wall sections in end-to- absorbing cartridge is at least one foam member. 
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17. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein a plurality of 22. The barrier system of claim 21, wherein said tubes are 
said cartridges are positioned between said impact wall and coupled with one another by discontinuous welds. 
said containment wall in spaced relation to one another. 23. The barrier system of claim 14, further comprising a 
18. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein said exterior transition section having first and second ends, said first end 
face of said impact wall is coated with a substantially s of said transition section coupled with an end of said impact 
smooth, friction-resistant material. wall, and said second end of said transition section coupled 19. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein said tubes are 
constructed of ASTM A500 Grade C steel. with the containment wall. 
20. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein said energy- 24. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein an edge of 
absorbing cartridge is at least one tubular member. lo said exterior face of said impact wall is beveled. 
21. The barrier system of claim 14, wherein said tubes are 
hollow structural steel members having a rectangular cross 
section. * * * * *  
